In the documentary with John Ramirez (former self-proclaimed Son of
Satan) who's certainly knowledgeable in Satanism, he makes the
claim that Muslims worship Allah who’s really a demon and not
God. On the contrary, and article below by “Haddock” claims
otherwise. *(Interesting comments follow article).
Bryan Fischer – “Allah” is an Extremely Powerful Demon God
by Haddock on August 2, 2012 in Feature, Loon Pastors

by Haddock
Anti-Islam and Islamophobic polemic about who or what Muslims worship has taken on
many varying forms over the centuries. Some claimed that Muslims worship the Black
Stone and the Prophet Muhammad; others have gotten into very silly and involved
arguments about Allah being a “Moon-God”; and still others have forwarded the persistent
claim that Muslims worship a “demon” called “Allah.”
Take Bryan “deport the Muslims” Fischer, a prominent right-wing Islamophobe who has
managed to top even his own bigotry once again. He fervently takes up the age old
Islamophobic claims that “Muslims are worshiping a demon,” that “Allah is an extremely
powerful demon.” He assures us that he is not trying to be hard on the Muslims, because
they have been “deceived” by the “demon-God,” but is simply advocating the “New
Testament standpoint” on this matter.
“Allah is an extremely powerful demon. He is a demon God. What Muslims are
worshiping is actually a demon. They think they are worshiping God, they’re
deceived, they’ve been fooled, so I don’t want to be hard on them, the Muslims have

been fooled, they’ve been lied to, they’ve been deceived, they think they are
worshiping the true God but they are worshiping a demon-god, this is according to
the New Testament. You may disagree with me but there is no question that this is
what Christianity teaches. So it’s fine if you take a different view, that’s fine, you’re
entitled to your view, this is America; we have freedom of speech and freedom of
thought. But from a Christian stand point, from a New Testament stand point, there’s
no question that Muslims are worshiping a demon. Allah is a demon God. Remember
Jesus himself believed in the existence of Satan, he took Satan very seriously, Satan
is a very real being according to the New Testament, he’s out there, not some kind of
shadowy, vague, powerless figure but he is the dark ‘prince of the power of the air,’
as the New Testament describes him, so that’s who Muslims are worshiping.”
So, Fischer claims Christianity teaches that there are two gods, a good, true god,
presumably “The Father” and a bad “demon-God” named Allah? Surely this is not what
Fischer intended to say, but one can be excused for thinking so considering the language
he employs.
I’m not sure Fischer’s diatribe can be considered as “according to the New Testament
position” on Islam, since it was written some 600 years before Muhammad recited the first
verses of the Qur’an. Also, there is the fact that the Aramaic word (the language spoken by
Jesus), Alaha is linguistically linked to the Arabic word, Allah.
**************
Another strange claim about “Allah” put forward by Islam bashers states that “Allah” is the
Hebrew word for “curse,” but this is a complete fabrication. Their entire reason for this
misinterpretation is that the word for “curse” and the word for “Allah” use the same letters;
but ignore the fact that “Allah” has an extra “L”, which means the word for “curse” is actually
“Alah”, not “Allah.” Even if the two words are similar, it is important to remember that “Allah”
is the Arabic word for God, not Hebrew; let alone the fact that many Middle Eastern
Christians and Jews refer to God as “Allah” themselves.
“Some Christians unthinkingly say ‘Allah is not God.’ This is the ultimate blasphemy
to Muslims, and furthermore, it is difficult to understand. Allah is the primary Arabic
word for God. It means ‘The God.’ There are some minor exceptions. For example,
the Bible in some Muslim lands uses a word for God other than Allah (Farsi and Urdu
are examples). But for more than five hundred years before Muhammad, the vast

majority of Jews and Christians in Arabia called God by the name Allah. How, then,
can we say that Allah is an invalid name for God? If it is, to whom have these Jews
and Christians been praying?” (emphasis added)
And from the Jewish angle, convert to Judaism and writer/video blogger, Omed Yasher
(who is no fan of Islam or Muslims) writes:
“Often among Christians and Jews I hear opposition against use of the term Allah in
reference to the Creator – the God of Abraham, on the basis of several
misunderstandings and lack of information. One of these is that the name Allah is in
Hebrew the word for curse, which is, first of all, patently not true. We’ll begin by
showing you what the name Allah looks like in Hebrew.
There are four letters when it’s represented in Hebrew – the Arabic name Allah in
Hebrew letters:
(Allah) alef lamed lamed heh.
The Hebrew word for curse is only three letters:
(uh-luh) alef lamed heh.
Clearly they don’t look the same. Although the Arabic name Allah could be written in
three letters in Hebrew by inserting a dot, a “dagesh,” inside the “lamed” – middle
letter, the “l”
…and that is not how it’s written; …but even if it were, it still wouldn’t mean anything.
It wouldn’t mean that Allah means curse any more than the Hebrew name for God
“Aloah” means curse.” (emphasis added.)
Furthermore, the Qur’an itself attests that “Allah” is the same deity of the Jews and
Christians; but then again, “that’s what the demon-god would say to deceive his followers!
Muahahaha!”
“We believe in what has been sent down to us and what was sent down to you. Our
God and your God are one and we submit to Him.” (Qur’an, 29:46) (emphasis added)
“Say, “We believe in Allah and what has been sent down to us and what was sent
down to Abraham, Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and the tribes, and what Moses and
Jesus and all the Prophets were given by their Lord. We do not differentiate between
any of them. We are Muslims submitted to Him.” (Qur’an, 3:84) (emphasis added)
Wouldn’t the following be a strange way for a “demon-god” to demonstrate his evil ways?,

“Those who were expelled from their homes without any right, merely for saying,
“Our Lord is Allah.” If Allah had not driven some people back by means of
others, monasteries, churches, synagogues and mosques, where Allah’s name is
mentioned much, would have been pulled down and destroyed. Allah will certainly
help those who help Him – Allah is All-Strong, Almighty.” (Qur’an, 22:40) (emphasis
added)
I don’t know about you, but if I were a demon-god that wanted to destroy the “JudeoChristian” tradition, the first thing I would do is to command my followers
to protect “monasteries, churches, synagogues” from being “pulled down and destroyed”;
because that’s what you do when you want to destroy something….You protect it…Makes
sense to me.
Perplexing isn’t it? It seems this clever, deceiving “demon-God” doesn’t realize that by
protecting the houses of worship associated with the “judeo-Christian” tradition that he’s
hell-bound to destroy, he is hindering his own evil plan!
Finally, no amount of facts or deeper discussion about where “Allah” comes from,
linguistically and historically, or how Muslims and Arabic speakers have understood the
word over millennia is bound to affect haters intent on demonizing Islam and Muslims. The
simple reason for this is that Islamophobes are grappling with their own historical
inheritance; the idea and concept that Muslims and Islam are the complete epitome of the
“other”; a people so different than us that their God could “never be the same as our God.”
Nonetheless, below I present you with the first, and compelling, comment:
Archyle5 years ago
Galatians 1.8 "If we, or an angel of heaven, preach unto you any other gospel than that which
we preach to you, let him be accursed."
the Quran is another gospel, so is the book of Mormon and a Pearl of great price., so is the
apocrypha. All brought about by extra biblical revelation from Angels, guess what demons are
also angels, those who have fallen.
Additional comments:
•

Common Sense 6 years ago

I hate how they always refer to Allah as a name. Allah isn't a name. It's the Arabic word for God.
Do they not get that? Arab Christians use the word Allah when referring to God. "Al" in Arabic
means "The," and "Lah" means God. So Allah actually means "The God." So technically what this
lunatic is saying is "The God is an extremely powerful demon God," which itself altogether
makes no sense.
Moody 6 years ago
The most important question concerning Islam is of course : Is Mohammed a true prophet of
God ?
If the answer is no, then we must seriously consider the possibility of a completly demonic
origine of Islam. The question if 'Allah' is a name, or means 'God' becomes totally irelavant, at
the best you 'could' say 'Allah is the projection of 'God' through the powers of darkness, now
this is of course the power of deception through which it is almost impossible to consider even
the possibility that his could be the case ...
I personally rejoice because I don't need the assumed prophet to enjoy my restored
relationship with Yahweh.
Just Stopping By 6 years ago
It's also worth noting that rulings in Jewish law have overwhelmingly accepted the premise
that Muslims and Jews worship the same god. There is also a lot of borrowing in some of the
developments in religious law and in the "mystical" aspects across the two religions, something
that would probably not have occurred if they did not view each other as believing in the same
deity.
François Miville6 years ago
Actually, the Hebrew Uluh is indeed related to Hebrew Eloah and Arabic Allah. The one God
adored by the Hebrews (not all of them actually) was a God invoked for cursing and sending ill
fate among the surrounding peoples and also the Pagans of Greek cultural background. The
only difference being that the Hebrews believed that the very force thought to be malefic by
non-believers was more beneficial than everything for a real believer in the unity of everything.
Hence also the notion that practically all pagan Gods were actually demons. The word YHWH
was translated IAO in Greek and was used exclusively for spelling curses. In Latin, sacer meant
both sacred and cursed, and forbidden in both cases. It must also be noted that the semitic
derivational system allows for many variant meanings of the same word, like Islam which
means both making peace with people and surrendering things (and also subject people) to
God

